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Enterprise Service BusO'Reilly, 2004
Enterprise Service Bus provides an  architectural overview of the ESB, showing how it can bring  the task of integration of enterprise applications and  services built on J2EE, .NET, C/C++, and other legacy  environments into the reach of the everyday IT professional,  using an event-driven Service-Oriented...
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Software Pipelines and SOA: Releasing the Power of Multi-Core ProcessingAddison Wesley, 2009

	Build Breakthrough Performance into Any SOA or Advanced Computing Application

	

	To meet unprecedented demand, IT organizations must improve application performance by an order of magnitude. Improving performance is even more crucial in SOA environments, which demand far more computing power than older architectures....
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Enterprise SOA : Designing IT for Business InnovationO'Reilly, 2006
Information Technology professionals can use this book to move beyond the excitement of web services and service oriented architecture (SOA) and begin the process of finding actionable ideas to innovate and create business value. In Enterprise SOA: Designing IT for Business Innovation, SAP's...
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Mashup Patterns: Designs and Examples for the Modern EnterpriseAddison Wesley, 2009
Using new mashup tools and technologies, enterprise developers can impose their own APIs on everything from Web sites and RSS feeds to Excel and PDF files–transforming a world of content into their own customized informationsource. In Mashup Patterns, Michael Ogrinz applies the concept of software development...
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Pro Apache Tomcat 6Apress, 2007
Pro Apache Tomcat 6 is ideal for Tomcat administrators and others who want to configure Tomcat. It covers only Tomcat 6 and doesn''t get bogged down trying to overexplain tasks from each older version of the server. The book examines the entire installation, including file system, database, and web server, and provides you with security...
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Semiconductor Optical AmplifiersWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	This invaluable book provides a comprehensive treatment of the design and applications of the semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). SOAs are important components for optical communication systems with applications as in-line amplifiers and as functional devices in evolving optical networks. The functional applications of SOAs were first...
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Tuscany SCA in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	
		What brought the five of us together to write a book on Apache Tuscany and Service
		Component Architecture (SCA)? We all had practical experience of how difficult and
		costly integration of applications and technologies can be, and we were excited about
		how Tuscany and SCA can help solve these problems. Having been involved...
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SOA Approach to IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2007
This book for architects and senior developers responsible for setting up Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) for intra-enterprise application integration (EAI) and inter-enterprise (B2B) integration focuses on process-centric SOA to integrate existing (legacy) applications and modern solutions, using new technologies: web services, XML, Enterprise...
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Oracle Database Programming Using Java and Web ServicesDigital Press, 2006
The traditional division of labor between the database (which only stores and manages SQL and XML data for fast, easy data search and retrieval) and the application server (which runs application or business logic, and presentation logic) is obsolete. Although the books primary focus is on programming the Oracle Database, the concepts and...
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Pro Spring Dynamic Modules for OSGi  Service Platforms (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2009

	Spring and OSGi’s features are a natural fit; they are orthogonal to each other. The Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) is about packaging, deployment, and versioning issues, while Spring is about providing the necessary foundation to wire up Java classes in their most basic form using dependency injection and aspect orientation to...
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SOA Design Patterns (The Prentice Hall Service-Oriented Computing Series from Thomas Erl)Prentice Hall, 2009
“The concept of service oriented architecture has long promised visions of agile organizations being able to swap out interfaces and applications as business needs change. SOA also promises incredible developer and IT productivity, with the idea that key services would be candidates for cross-enterprise sharing or reuse. But many...
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RESTful Web API Design with Node.JS - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Create a fully featured RESTful API solution from scratch.
	
		Learn how to leverage Node.JS, Express, MongoDB and NoSQL datastores to give an extra edge to your REST API design.
	
		Use this practical guide to integrate MongoDB in your Node.js application.



	Book...
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